Fast MR cardiac profiling with two-dimensional selective pulses.
A rapid-profiling NMR pulse sequence has been designed to provide an interactive, real-time cardiac probe analogous to M-mode ultrasound. The pulse sequence employs a two-dimensional (2D) selective NMR pulse to excite a narrow (nominally 1-cm-diameter) cylinder of magnetization intersecting the heart. This procedure is followed by a readout gradient applied along the length of the cylinder, or "beam," to yield an M-mode type profile with a one-dimensional Fourier transform reconstruction. k-space techniques were used to design 2D pulses which excite cylinders characterized by either Gaussian or square radial excitation profiles. Images of phantoms acquired at 1.5 T confirm the predictions of the k-space analysis. The cylinder can be displaced interactively by modulating the rf excitation and the beam axis can be reoriented to any oblique direction by changing the relative mixing of the gradient waveforms. Flow compensation using bipolar gradient waveforms inverts the contrast of flowing blood and suppresses flow artifacts. A gated cardiac image is acquired as a reference to locate the excitation axis. A series of cardiac experiments was performed on several healthy volunteers. As the beam is moved and rotated to probe the myocardium, the profile plots resemble an M-mode echocardiogram. Unlike in M-mode echocardiography, however, the axis of interrogation is not limited to specific windows, and there is distinct flexibility of contrast. However, the temporal resolution is currently less than that achieved by ultrasound. NMR M-mode profiling provides a direct, fast method of measuring heart motion to assess cardiac function as part of an MR cardiac exam.